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A quantum wave packet study of the predissociation dynamics of the H+5 complex after infrared exci-
tation is presented. Non-Jacobian bond coordinates are used describing a central proton joined to two H2
subnits, which allows to properly describe the proton hop mechanism. Several reduced dimensionality ap-
proaches are used, starting from 2 up to 5, to provide a physical insight of the structure of the recently
measured spectrum[1]. It is interpreted in terms of a simple proton share model recently proposed[2] based
on previous studies[1]. A new full global potential has ben used[3], in which the first bound states have been
calculated including up to 7 degrees of freedom, leading to rather good dissociation energies as compared to
the experimental ones. To simulate the spectrum the electric dipole moment has been calculated and fitted
to a simple analytic form. The spectra thus obtained are not yet in good agreement with the experimental
ones but provides simple models to interpret them[4].
Until now the proton hop and exchange reaction mechanisms occurring H2 +H+3 collisions have only been
studied using statistical methods[5,6]. These models are unable to properly described the α = Khop/Kexc
ratio detected experimentally[7], and different ad hoc assumptions are typically made to fix this ratio. Quasi-
classical trajectories on the H2 +H+3 reactive collisions will be presented to determine dynamically this
ratio in combination with the statistical model of Ref. [6], and the results obtained compared with the
experiments.
Some indications on future work will also be discussed.
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